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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This social media portfolio is one of the assignments for principles of entrepreneurship 

(ENT530). For this assignment, I need to create a business and do promoting the business by 

using social media platform. As per requested, I choose to make business that related to the 

food because as we know our Raya celebration will come which is Cornflake Madu & Kuih 

Nestum. Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum is made by me and my mom. Our business located 

at Rawang, Selangor because it such a great location since it crowded with people around 

here. It could bring a lot of profits to my business because it easy for them to reach our 

product and choose what they wants based on the design that have been exposed. My target 

customer is for those who have an active lifestyle and make a good appearance in public. My 

business promoting this Cornflake Madu and Kuih Nestum through Facebook page (FB). 

This page help boost my business profits and gained a lot of attention from our customers.
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GO-ECOMMERCE PERSONAL PROFILE (REGISTRATION)



BUSINESS INTRODUCTION

Company Background

The business name is made by myself and it based on what kind of product that I want to sell 

which is food. The business name plays an important role to attract the customer. After the 

several time to think the business name, I came out with ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’. 

The business name that I create is totally shows the product that I want to sell and I put it 

with a big hope to attract the customer to buy my product.

The location of the company is some of the important things that the business owner must 

have for the business organization in future. For the location, I have decided to make it at 

Rawang, Selangor. My ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ will be operating online and 

offline. For those who want to purchase it online, they can visit my business page for further 

information and guidance. On the other side, for those who want to see and buy my product, 

they can visit at the location given which is Rawang, Selangor.



ORGANIZATION PROFILE

‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ is a small business and still new in this industry. I run this 

business by myself, as the business owner. I know that this business can be categorized as 

sole proprietorship or a sole trader. Since it just a small business, it easier for me to run and 

setup this business without using any huge cost for pay the wages salary if I using the 

workers. The profits of this business can be used for my business development in future as 

additional to be a sole trader.

MISSION AND VISION

Mission of ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ business is to give the best result in making the 

product and try to give the delicious food to the customers. The good quality material can 

give the best taste to the customer. The vision of ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ business 

is to reach the business all over the Malaysia. My business provided an affordable price to all 

the customer. For now, it is important for me to create an attention to the customer to buy and 

support my business.
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PRODUCT LIST

Based on the name that given to the customer, the product that this business sell is cornflake 

madu and kuih nestum. The idea of this product is made by my family and me myself as it 

because of the Hari Raya Aidilfitri that we will celebrate less than 2 weeks. The product is 

made by me and my family. The idea to sell this product is because of one day, my mother 

was made this cornflake madu and kuih nestum for fun just to eat by our family. After we 

taste it, the food was so delicious and less than 2 days, all the food eaten up by my family. 

Since that, I decide to sell this product and show to the customer how delicious this food 

made by my mother.

NAME PRODUCT

Cornflake Madu

Kuih Nestum



PRICE LIST

The price for all the product is so affordable for the customer. Based on my search, the price 

that my business put is so cheap and good rather than the other business that sell the same 

product. My business also offering the best price if the customer buys the product more than 

1. The price range of all the product is between RM12 – RM22 per jar.

Normal Price

Cornflake Madu RM22 per jar

Kuih Nestum RM12 per jar

 Promoting Price

Cornflake Madu RM80 per 4 jars

Kuih Nestum RM40 per 4 Jars



FACEBOOK (FB) PAGE

Facebook (FB) page is one of the most social media that is used for promoting a business. It 

can create opportunities to increase brand name, engage with potential customer and generate 

a lot of profits. Since this social media costs nothing to me, I can take advantage on this 

platform to promoting my business to keep attracting the customer attention. The customer 

also can express their impression, their interest and giving the feedbacks of our products 

through my ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ page. 



CREATING FACEBOOK (FB) PAGE

Firstly, it is important to create a page for our business to gain attention from the FB user and 

to show them what business that I’m doing also show them what product that I sell. In this 

page, I will update all the information that can be use to the customer to know about my 

business and product such as location, address, contact information, items, price range, and 

etc. All the details were added to build a summary of ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ 

business.

CREATING URL FACEBOOK PAGE

After creating the business page, I also create the URL for my FB business page. This will be 

easier for the customer to find and discover new updates from us. The customer can simply 

click this link to view ‘Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum’ business on Facebook which is :-



FACEBOOK POST – TEASER

Teaser can be defined a sone of techniques that entrepreneur uses to attract customer 

attention. This teaser can build customer’s curiosity since information in the teaser always be 

limited to introduced products that will be released soon. A teaser campaign, also known as a 

pre-launch campaign, is an advertising campaign that usually consists of a collection of 

briefs, cryptic, intimidating commercials that predict a bigger, full-blown product launch or 

otherwise significant event; these advertisements are called "teasers" or "teaser ads". 

Basically, Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum business creating some teasers on Facebook page 

that consists video and pictures that introducing our product. 



FACEBOOK POSTING – (HARD SELL) COPYWRITING, (SOFT SELL) 

COPYWRITING

Hard sell post is a promotional strategy that uses direct messaging. Hard shell post will allow 

consumers continue to buy our goods in the short term. Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum use 

a hard shell to produce hard sells that contain our promotion to our consumers while the soft 

cell is a post that is a promotional technique that used a subliminal message to advertise 

goods. It is often known to be a non-aggressive tactic that does not result in the selling of a 

company but may build brand loyalty. This soft selling would be an opportunity for our 

consumers to boost brand loyalty and raise awareness of our products. Cornflake Madu & 

Kuih Nestum use a soft shell to produce soft sells for our consumers view. This is the hard 

sell and soft sell that Cornflake Madu & Kuih Nestum have created: 



CONCLUSION

In conclusion, starting a business is not an easy process. It could take days and even months 

to prepare. Patience, intense workloads, and dedication that many people do not have is an 

important thing that we need when starting a business. Despite various difficulties in the area 

of industry, the topic of the Principles of Entrepreneurship (ENT 530) has shown students 

with expertise about how to grow a company from scratch to students are able to come up 

with ways to coordinate the actual thing company. The assignment of the Social Media 

Portfolio has demonstrated that social media, such as Facebook, has many amazing 

advantages when it allows news or enterprise that have started to gain national and even 

global interest in the goods sold. Communication and dissemination of information become 

quickly than ever. It is because the number of Facebook user increasing day by day and they 

spend more than half day on their social media. Another advantage on using social media is 

inexpensive. It will cost you zero if you are doing promoting by using your business account 

on Facebook page unless you pay to make Facebook ads on your social media business 

account. This can help you to boost up your sales and increase the numbers of potential 

customers. So, it will be no excuse for young entrepreneur to start their desire business. They 

can easily learn on how to do marketing and business through social media or look for it 

online. There are a lot of opportunities for them to be a successful entrepreneur if they in the 

right track and learn it from the expert. Lastly, young entrepreneur should start from the basic 

to gain knowledge and experience to be a successful people in the future.




